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Prior work has shown that children exhibit negative collaborative behaviors, such as blocking others’ access
to objects, when collaborating on interactive tabletop computers. We implemented previous design
recommendations, namely separate physical territories and activity roles, which had been recommended to
decrease these negative collaborative behaviors. We developed a multi-touch “I-Spy” picture searching
application with separate territory partitions and activity roles. We conducted a deep qualitative analysis of
how six pairs of children, ages 6 to 10, interacted with the application. Our analysis revealed that the
collaboration styles differed for each pair, both in regards to the interaction with the task and with each
other. Several pairs exhibited negative physical and verbal collaborative behaviors, such as nudging each
other out of the way. Based on our analysis, we suggest that it is important for a collaborative task to offer
equal opportunities for interaction, but it may not be necessary to strive for complete equity of
collaboration. We examine the applicability of prior design guidelines and suggest open questions for future
research to inform the design of tabletop applications to support collaboration for children.1
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interactive tabletop computers are predicted to enter widespread mainstream adoption in the
next decade [17]. Tabletop computers are already being integrated into classrooms for
educational purposes and collaborative learning [5]. Previous research has found that using
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tabletop computers in collaborative group settings can aid in equity of participation [26] and
learning [20]. However, in prior work that has examined children’s collaborative behaviors when
interacting together on tabletop computers in museum [2,9] and classroom [6,24] contexts, it was
found that children exhibit frequent negative collaborative behaviors, such as blocking others’
access to objects, fighting for control, and off-task discussion [6,8,14,18,23], which can distract
the children from their learning task.
Previous work on collaboration has suggested design guidelines to support more positive
collaborative behaviors, such as personal territories [29], enforced collaboration [1,3], enforced
turn-taking [21], and independent roles [31]. For example, Scott et al. [28] observed that
university students, when collaborating on a physical tabletop, naturally partitioned the tabletop
into different territories. They observed that these personal territories facilitated monitoring of
other group members, clarified roles, and aided in protection of work. However, most of these
design guidelines have not been evaluated with interactive tabletop computers. It is necessary to
apply and examine existing design guidelines in order to analyze their applicability in different
contexts and determine their relevance, significance, and limitations. In this paper, we present a
study of a multi-touch picture searching application we developed in which we implemented two
design recommendations, separate physical territory partitions [29] and activity roles [31], to
examine whether children’s negative collaborative behaviors would still occur.
We observed and video recorded six pairs of children, ages 6 to 10, interacting with our
application, and conducted a rich qualitative analysis of how the children collaborated together.
Children in this age range are of particular interest because of the rapid cognitive development
that occurs during this period [19]. According to Piaget’s model [19], the children in this age
range span the preoperational stage (ages 6 and 7) and the concrete operational stage (ages 8 to
10). During the shift between these two stages, children begin to develop logical thought and
decrease in egocentrism (e.g., inability to understand that other people have unique perspectives).
We decided to focus on this age range to observe how technology-enabled collaborative
behaviors may change and develop between ages and stages of cognitive development. We
developed a coding scheme of collaborative behaviors based on prior work and used it to
qualitatively code our video data.
Our analysis revealed that the collaboration styles differed for each pair, both in regards to the
interaction with the task and with each other. Several pairs exhibited negative physical and
verbal collaborative behaviors, such as nudging each other out of the way and criticizing each
other. One pair in particular did not work well together: the children were both fighting for
dominance and constantly argued. Yet even the pairs with severe negative collaborative
behaviors had instances of positive collaboration (e.g., sharing and explaining). Perhaps counterintuitively, we observed that pairs exhibiting an inequitable dominant-submissive collaboration
style still had many successful instances of collaboration (e.g., planning and explaining), and did
not necessarily exhibit negative collaborative behaviors (e.g., nudging and blocking).
Based on our analysis, we suggest that it is important for a collaborative task to offer equal
opportunities for interaction with the task, but it may not be necessary to strive for complete
equity of collaboration. In our application design, the two separate territories were imbalanced in
size as well as interaction ability, inspired by previous collaborative role paradigms such as the
Navigator-Driver [22], in which one person has control and directly interacts with the
technology (e.g., driver) and the other person guides the interaction verbally (e.g., navigator). We
believe this inequality led the children to tend to interact with the area with the most interaction
capability more often, regardless of the activity role they were actually assigned. We observed an
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interplay between verbal and gestural dominance in each of the pairs; in each pair, one of the
children tended to dominate verbally, gesturally (e.g., interacting with the tabletop), or both. The
pairs with one child who dominated verbally and gesturally had frequent instances of positive
collaboration, such as sharing ideas, and did not regularly exhibit negative behaviors (e.g.,
nudging, arguing), even though there was an imbalance in equity of collaboration.
Our contributions to the CSCW community include: (1) a deep qualitative analysis of
collaborative behaviors in a study with six pairs of children, (2) an evaluation of how successful
previous design recommendations for collaborative interaction (e.g., separate territories and
activity roles) are in a real system, and (3) identification of open questions for future research in
this space. This work will inform the design of tabletop applications to support collaboration for
children, in learning applications or in general.

2 RELATED WORK
We focus our review of prior work on three categories: (1) children’s collaborative behaviors on
tabletop computers, (2) benefits of shared physical space and territories when collaborating
around a tabletop, and (3) design recommendations for children’s tabletop activities, including
previous recommendations from the CSCW community.

2.1 Children’s Tabletop Collaboration
Prior work has examined children’s collaborative behaviors when interacting together on
tabletop computers [8,12,14,18,23,24,30], as well as how the software capabilities and physical
characteristics of the tabletop influence how children collaborate [12,23]. Harris et al. [12]
observed 45 children, in 15 triads (ages 7 to 10), collaborating on a classroom seating plan task on
an interactive tabletop in two conditions: single-touch and multi-touch. They found that children
talk more about the task when using a multi-touch tabletop, while there was more turn-taking
discussion in the single-touch condition. Rick et al. [24] completed a deep analysis of three pairs
of children (ages 8 and 9) working together on pattern and fraction tasks on a multi-touch
tabletop. While the three pairs collaborated effectively, Rick et al. found that each pair were
distinct in their behaviors, and they therefore suggested that it is important to consider each
group’s own dynamics when designing for this context.
Children sometimes have trouble collaborating effectively [10,13] and have been shown to
frequently exhibit negative collaborative behaviors when using a tabletop computer, such as
fighting for control, blocking, and off-task discussion [6,8,14,18,23]. Marshall et al. [14] compared
children’s collaborative behaviors when using a paper prototype versus an interactive tabletop
computer while designing a classroom seating plan. They examined 10 groups of three children,
ages 7 and 8, with each group collaborating with either the paper prototype or the interactive
tabletop. The children competed for design materials in the tabletop condition more frequently,
by blocking access, moving the materials out of the other children’s reach, or physically moving
the other children away. Olson et al. [18] completed a case study of children’s collaborative
behaviors around a desktop computer, multi-touch tabletop, and a physical board game. They
observed a group of four children (ages 8 to 11) collaborating in each condition and found that
the children exhibited territorial control and conflict over interface elements (e.g., the toolbar)
when using the tabletop. They redesigned their interface to include a tangible object to control
the toolbar that resulted in less conflict. Fleck et al. [8] completed a case study of 27 children,
assembled into nine groups (ages 7 to 9), collaborating on an activity to arrange desks in a
classroom on a multi-touch tabletop. The children frequently undid each other’s work, which led
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to fighting for control. However, Fleck et al. argued that, when these negative behaviors are in
tandem with verbal discussion, it can sometimes lead to effective collaboration. An example they
give is a case in which one child was blocking access to an object, which led another child to
explain proposed actions for the object more thoroughly.
Prior work has provided recommendations to support children’s effective collaboration (e.g.,
separate territories). However, these recommendations have not been evaluated in a real system.
Therefore, we implemented separate partition territories and activity roles to see whether
negative collaborative behaviors would still occur.

2.2 Shared Physical Space and Territories on Tabletop Computers
Previous work in tabletop collaboration has shown that both children and adults take physical
responsibility for the tabletop area that is closest to them [18,23,28]. Rick et al. [23] investigated
15 children (six groups of two or three children), ages 7 to 9, performing a shared-space task
using a multi-touch tabletop. They found that the children used the entire tabletop surface but
mainly took responsibility for the space closest to them, and touched the tabletop more in the
multi-touch condition. Scott et al. [28] conducted an observational study of three groups of
university students (using a non-interactive tabletop) and noticed that the participants used three
types of territories: personal, group, and storage territories (e.g., storing task resources). They
observed that personal territories facilitated monitoring of other group members, and partitions
clarified roles and facilitated protection of work. Scott et al. also contributed design
recommendations such as providing transparency of action. Our design facilitates the use of
personal territories through partitions and the concept of activity roles.
Shared physical space has also been shown to positively influence collaboration [15,30]. Scott
et al. [30] observed 24 children in groups of two (ages 11 to 13) playing a collaborative
mathematical computer game in three conditions: shared, side-by-side, and separated. The shared
physical space, the ability to utilize gestures, and the physical proximity of the children all
increased collaboration. The children rated the shared condition as the easiest because they could
communicate more effectively, but rated the separated condition as the most fun because it was
more challenging since they could not see each other. We designed our application to run on a
multi-touch tabletop that resulted in close proximity, while capitalizing on the idea of separated
conditions through separate partitions and activity roles. We wanted to understand whether the
negative collaborative behaviors would still occur when children interacted in this paradigm.

2.3 Design Recommendations for Children’s Tabletop Activities
Several prior studies have suggested design guidelines for creating collaborative activities for
children, such as enforced turn-taking [21], enforced collaboration [1], and territoriality [11]. Goh
et al. [11] provided guidelines such as using physical space and territoriality, as well as co-touch
points (e.g., points that must be touched simultaneously) that were effective in creating a
collaborative game for children. Other work has looked at enforcing specific collaborative
behaviors in children [1,3,21]. Battocchi et al. [1] designed a Collaborative Puzzle Game (CPG) for
a multi-touch tabletop to foster collaboration in children with Autism. The CPG features enforced
collaboration (e.g., the puzzle pieces had to be touched and dragged simultaneously by two
players), which was shown to have a positive effect on collaboration. Cappelletti et al. [3]
designed StoryTable, a cooperative storytelling activity for children on a multi-touch tabletop.
The goal was to enforce collaboration by forcing the children to perform crucial tasks together
through multi-user actions (e.g., multi-user touches).
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of our I-Spy application showing the pool scene.
I-Spy images courtesy of the original artist, Maria Neradova.

While this prior work was effective in examining these specific design suggestions, it might
not be beneficial to focus on equity of participation or enforced turn-taking depending on group
dynamics [24]. Also, none of the papers that examined specific design recommendations provided
a rich analysis of the individual groups, which could have caused distinct collaborative behaviors
to be overlooked. The CSCW community has recommended territoriality [28] and enforced turntaking [21] for collaborative tabletop applications, but the recommendations have not been
evaluated to examine whether they decrease children’s negative collaborative behaviors. By
separating roles, we take advantage of shared physical space and territoriality, while trying to
encourage collaboration without the rigidness of enforced turn-taking.

3 COLLABORATIVE “I-SPY” PICTURE SEARCHING APPLICATION
For our study, we created an application inspired by the childhood game “I-Spy”, in which one
player looks around the physical environment and provides verbal clues: “I spy (with my little
eye) something blue.”, and the other players have to try to guess what the object is. In our
application, the children had to locate missing items in an image. The application had two
distinct areas: (1) the clue area on the left side of the screen that held close-ups of the image with
an item missing, and (2) the big picture area on the right side of the screen that held the full
image (Fig. 1). The two areas could be interacted with at the same time independently. The
children had to match the clue images with the big picture to find what was missing in the clue
that was present in the big picture (Fig. 2). The application included two different images, a pool
scene and a hotel scene, with different missing items in each image.

3.1 Equipment and Software
We developed the I-Spy application using Open Exhibits [36], a free multi-touch software
development platform. Open Exhibits provides an open source SDK, including templates and
utilities, that serves as a platform for creating digital museum exhibits and large multi-touch
interactive applications. The application was run on a Samsung SUR40 tabletop computer. The
resolution was 1920 x 1080 (55 DPI), and the display size was 40 inches, measured diagonally.
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Fig. 2. Example of a missing item in (a) the Clue area compared to (b) the Big Picture area (red
outlines provided in paper for clarity). I-Spy images courtesy of Maria Neradova.

3.2 Design
Our I-Spy application interface was split into two main areas: (1) the Clue area and (2) the Big
Picture area (Fig. 1). We separated the application interface into two areas in order to support the
previous design recommendations we were using, separate territories [29] and activity roles [31].
3.2.1 Clues and Big Picture. The clue area was a scroll pane on the left side of the screen that
held 14 separate clue images. Each clue image was a snapshot of a location in the big picture, but
an item from the big picture was missing in the clue. For example, Fig. 2a is a clue image and it
corresponds to the upper left hand corner of the big picture (Fig. 2b); we added red outlines to the
figures in this paper for clarity. In the clue image the butterfly is missing, and therefore is the
missing item for that clue. The big picture area was on the right side of the screen and held the
complete image. Our application design was inspired by the Navigator-Driver [22] collaborative
role paradigm, in which one person mainly interacts with the application (e.g., driver) and the
other person guides the interaction verbally (e.g., navigator). A common collaborative learning
strategy that utilizes the Navigator-Driver paradigm is pair-programming, which has been shown
to help pairs stay on task and increase their sense of shared responsibility [34].
3.2.2 Functionality. The application supported common tabletop gestures, used by both
children and adults, such as drag, tap, and swipe [27]. The children could scroll the clue area up
and down in order to see all 14 clue images. The complete big picture image did not fit in its
entirety on the screen at once; therefore, the children had to pan the big picture image around to
find the different locations and items. Once the children found a missing item in the clue, they
tapped the item in the big picture and a congratulations message (Fig. 3a) appeared and a
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Example of a found missing item in the Big Picture area (red arrow provided in paper for
clarity). (a) Congratulations message. (b) Checkmark on the item once found.
I-Spy images courtesy of Maria Neradova.
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checkmark was placed on the item (Fig. 3b). The checkmark stayed on the item in the big picture
for the rest of the task as a reminder that it had already been found.

4 METHOD
In our study, children collaborated in pairs to find the missing items in the I-Spy application. The
children were grouped by age to correspond with their stage of cognitive development according
to Piaget’s model [19], and there were an equal number of both mixed and same gender groups
(Table 1). We did not group siblings or friends together to reduce familiarity. Familiarity has been
linked with positive collaboration, because the pair is aware of each other’s habits [4]. In our
study, we wanted to focus on new collaborations, such as ones that would take place early in a
school year versus later in the school year. We assigned each child a role: (1) clues – in charge of
the clue area and clue images, or (2) big picture – in charge of the big picture area and the main
image. Each pair collaborated on the two images (e.g., pool scene and hotel scene) provided in the
application, switching the activity roles for each image. Therefore, each child experienced both
the clues role and the big picture role during the study. We counterbalanced the image order
between groups, and we assigned each child a starting role (e.g., clues or big picture). Our
protocol was approved by our institutional review board.

4.1 Participants
The children who participated in our study included 12 children, ages 6 to 10 (M = 8.1, SD = 1.4):
2 six-year-olds, 2 seven-year-olds, 3 eight-year-olds, 3 nine-year-olds, and 2 ten-year-olds. Seven
children were female, and one child was left handed. All names in this paper are pseudonyms.

4.2 Collaboration Sessions
In the beginning of a session, the children were given time to freely interact with Microsoft Paint
[37] to reduce the novelty of interacting with the tabletop, inspired by a similar approach taken
by Rust et al. [27]. This also allowed the children to “break the ice” and become more comfortable
working with each other before starting the tasks. After several minutes, we instructed the
children on the goal of the I-Spy application and gave Fig. 2, without the red outlines, as an
example of how to find missing items. We assigned the children an activity role, and they were
told that they were in charge of that area. In our verbal instructions to the children, we stated:
“[Child 1], you will be in charge of the clues which is on the left side of the game. [Child 2], you
will be in charge of the big picture, on the right side of the game, to find the objects based on the
clues.” We did not intervene if the children did not adhere to their roles, in order to observe
natural collaborative behaviors and the effectiveness of the use of roles. After a 10-minute time
limit, the children changed to the second image and switched activity roles, regardless of how
many missing items they had found. We allowed the children to move to the second image before
Table 1. Pairs of children and their demographics. All names are pseudonyms.
Pair
Emma-Olivia
Ava-Sophia
Logan-Mason
Ben-Victoria
Wyatt-Riley
Jacob-Zoey

Genders
Female-Female
Female-Female
Male-Male
Male-Female
Male-Female
Male-Female

Ages (years)
10-10
9-8
9-8
9-8
7-7
6-6
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the time limit if they had found all of the missing items. The children were also given 10 minutes
to work on the second image. We video recorded each session with two separate cameras: one
from the side, and one above the tabletop pointing down to get a clear view of the screen. The
children each earned a small prize after completing each image, as well as a $10 gift card once the
study was complete.

4.3 Data Analysis
The first author transcribed the videos from the study sessions by watching top-down videos of
each session to record each utterance and gesture (e.g., interacting with the tabletop, pointing to
objects). The research team analyzed the transcribed data using qualitative video coding. There
was a total of 1 hour and 38 minutes of video data, which contained 1,238 utterances from the
children. The qualitative coding was used to identify interactions and actions associated with
positive and negative collaborative behaviors. We iteratively developed a coding scheme of
interactions associated with collaborative behaviors based on prior work [6,8,25], and added
codes that were related to our study (e.g., the activity roles), shown in Table 2. The majority of
the codes were drawn directly from Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia [25], and we relied on their
descriptions and examples for our coding scheme. We also adapted codes from Fleck et al. [8]
that focused on physical aspects of collaboration (e.g., knocking hands out of the way), and
general codes from Evans et al. [6] (e.g., off-task interactions, software conflicts). The
Table 2. Coding scheme of collaborative behaviors. Citations indicate when these codes were
adapted from prior work.
Code Themes
Social Regulation
Planning: planning, grounding what needs to be
done, interpreting the directions [25]
Monitoring: assessing the group’s progress [25]
Positive Socioemotional Interactions
Active Listening and Respect: sharing an idea,
responding to group member [25]
Inclusion and Encouraging Participation: asking
questions, using gestures to reference task [8,25]
Group Cohesion: using the term “we/us”, seeking
clarification from group member [25]
Negative Socioemotional Interactions
Discouraging Participation: criticizing or ignoring
group member [25]
Physically Discouraging Participation: blocking,
claiming, knocking group member away [8]
Disrespect: insulting group member [25]
Interactions (based on our study)
Roles: respecting or not respecting assigned role,
enforcing roles, pointing to other area
Movement: moving around the tabletop
General: working on task but no discussion, off-task
talk, software conflicts [6]

Examples
Emma: “So let’s work on the first clue [pointing to
area in big picture].” [code: plan]
Logan: “It is the final one, yeah then we are done
[scrolls to last clue].” [code: monitor]
Riley: “There is no mushroom by the thing [points
to clue and then big picture].” [code: share]
Zoey: “Is this the next clue [pointing to area in big
picture]?” [code: asking idea and using gesture]
Sophia: “Ok now we have to, which one are we
doing?” [code: we]
Ava: “Can you keep it like that so I can look?”
(Sophia did not listen) [code: ignore]
Ben: “No, no, no [knocks Victoria’s hand away
from the big picture].” [code: knock]
Ava: “So bossy.” [code: insult]
Riley: “You gotta click on that screen [points to big
picture].” [code: respecting and enforcing role]
Ava: “Oh it is the bear guy (walks around to top of
tabletop) [taps bear].” [code: move]
Ben: [taps continue button in big picture but it
doesn’t register] [code: software conflict]
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collaborative interactions consisted of verbal responses as well as gestures, and were broken
down into 4 main themes: Social Regulation, Positive Socioemotional Interactions, Negative
Socioemotional Interactions, and Interactions. Social Regulation focused on a pair’s attempts to
regulate their conceptual understanding, for example, planning what they would do next (e.g.,
Ava: “Let’s do that area [pointing to first clue]”). Positive Socioemotional Interactions referred to
interactions that support productive collaboration (e.g., sharing an idea, Logan: “I have a feeling
that it is right over here [pointing to area in big picture]”), while Negative Socioemotional
Interactions dealt with interactions that undermined productive collaboration (e.g., ignoring).
Finally, the theme Interactions consisted of codes that were relevant to our specific study, such as
whether the pair was respecting their assigned roles (e.g., touching the clue area when assigned
to the clue role). We created the codes for Interactions based on our research questions, and then
iterated all of the codes after two researchers open-coded a 10% subset of each pair.
We qualitatively coded the video transcriptions along the 11 dimensions in the coding scheme
(Table 2). To ensure the code set was reliable, we further refined the codes in an iterative process.
In the first phase, two researchers coded two pairs, and a discussion of disagreements and
agreements led to refinement of the coding dimensions. We added extra codes to capture
interactions that were not represented in the first version of the code set (e.g., pointing to the
other area). In the next phase, two researchers independently coded all of the pairs with the
refined coding dimensions. We computed inter-rater reliability on the independent data; Cohen’s
kappa averaged 0.68 (min: 0.19, max: 1.00, SD: 0.27) across the 11 dimensions, corresponding to
“substantial” agreement [32]. Finally, the same two researchers met and discussed their
independent coding to create a consensus coding for all of the pairs, which we used for analysis.
The entire research team examined the frequencies of codes to gain a rough understanding of
each pair, and discussed the themes identified in each pair’s collaboration.

5 FINDINGS
We analyzed the collaborations of the six pairs of children by examining the consensus coding
and transcriptions as a team. We saw that each pair exhibited fairly distinct collaboration styles
and behaviors. While the collaboration styles differed among the children, the majority of the
pairs were successful in the task and in their collaborations. We first present a description of the
collaborative interactions of each of the pairs, roughly organized in order from most positive to
most negative collaborative behaviors that we observed. Each description covers both the initial
interaction (e.g., first image), and then the second interaction when the children switched activity
roles (e.g., second image). Because the tasks were time limited, we provide the number of missing
items that each pair found in that time, in order to give context to the scenarios. However, we did
not use this number to determine whether the pair had a successful collaboration; instead, this
determination was based on the frequency of positive and negative collaborative behaviors we
coded, as described above. We define gestures as interactions with the tabletop (e.g., tapping,
dragging) as well as referencing objects (e.g., pointing).

5.1 Emma & Olivia: Dominant-Submissive Behavior
Overall, Emma and Olivia (both ten-year-olds) worked well together. However, Emma dominated
the interactions both verbally and gesturally: Emma contributed roughly 60% of the pair’s verbal
utterances and gestures (e.g., dominant behavior). Emma was first in charge of the clue area, with
Olivia in charge of the big picture. In the beginning, Emma took control of planning, even
moving the big picture area against her role, while Olivia was still trying to figure out the task:
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Fig. 4. Emma scrolling to the next clue while Olivia moves the big picture to the new clue
location. I-Spy images courtesy of Maria Neradova.

Olivia: “Oh, we are supposed to do these [pointing to other clue images]?”
Experimenter: “Yes.”
Emma: “Let’s look at this [pointing to area in big picture].”
Emma: [drags big picture to the area]
After several minutes, Olivia seemed to figure out the task goals and started to contribute more.
Emma remained dominant throughout the task, even claiming the big picture area (e.g., leaving a
finger on the area) while she was supposed to be in charge of clues. Even though Emma was
more dominant, the pair exhibited many instances of positive collaboration with each other, such
as explaining what they found, suggesting different clues, and sharing their thoughts (Fig. 4.):
Emma: [taps red arrow item in the big picture] (Note: Red arrow is a missing item)
Olivia: “Oh yeah the arrow is not there.”
Emma: [points to the area in the clue image that is missing the red arrow to explain]
The pair did not always adhere to their assigned activity roles, but they continued to share with
each other their thoughts on the missing items. The pair found all 14 missing items.
When Emma and Olivia switched roles (e.g., Emma in charge of the big picture), the pair
continued to collaborate with each other. The pair also respected their activity roles more,
staying within their own areas. Emma continued to claim the big picture area by leaving her
hand on the big picture. Since the pair switched roles, Emma was in charge of the big picture
area, but continuing to explicitly claim the big picture area shows that she persisted in
dominating over the task. In both of the tasks, the pair found all of the missing items and did not
exhibit any instances of negative physical collaborative behaviors (e.g., blocking access). Olivia
ignored a couple of comments from Emma, but overall the pair collaborated by sharing and
explaining their ideas to find the missing items:
Olivia: [scrolls to next clue image]
Emma: [starts dragging big picture to new location to match the clue area]
Olivia: “Right there, right there [pointing to area in big picture].”
Emma: “Oh [drags big picture to area Olivia pointed at].”

5.2 Wyatt & Riley: Dominant-Submissive Behavior
Wyatt and Riley (both seven-year-olds) collaborated well during both of the tasks. However,
Riley was very dominant throughout the task: she contributed roughly 70% of the pair’s verbal
utterances and 60% of the pair’s gestures, while Wyatt was more submissive (e.g., dominantsubmissive behavior). Riley was first in charge of the clues, with Wyatt in charge of the big
picture. Riley frequently grounded the task and plan (e.g., “Which one are we doing next?”). The
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pair did not follow the order of the clue images, so there was a fair amount of discussion about
what clue they should do next. Riley constantly shared and thought aloud, and tapped possible
items in the big picture even though it went against her assigned activity role. Even when she
tapped the items in the big picture, she included Wyatt by explaining how she found the items. In
one instance, Riley enforced her activity role by telling Wyatt to interact with the big picture
when Wyatt was scrolling through the clue images and ignoring her:
Wyatt: [scrolling through clue images]
Riley: “We are doing that one [points to clue image].”
Wyatt: [scrolling through clue images]
Riley: “You gotta click on that screen [points to big picture].”
Yet, right after this interaction Riley tapped a character in the big picture and did not enforce the
assigned roles for the rest of the activity. The pair found 12 of the 14 missing items.
When Riley and Wyatt switched roles (e.g., Riley in charge of the big picture), Riley
sometimes reached over Wyatt to scroll through the clue images. Both Riley and Wyatt did not
often follow their assigned roles, even switching roles right after each other. Later, Wyatt began
to speak up more by planning which clue they were on (e.g., “Second one [touching second clue
image]”). However, Riley continued to be dominant, even suggesting to tap randomly on the big
picture (e.g., “Let’s just click anywhere [tapping randomly on the big picture]”. Even though Riley
was more dominant verbally and gesturally, she included Wyatt in her thought process, and the
pair was able to collaborate and find nine of the 14 missing items.

5.3 Logan & Mason: Divided Dominant Behavior
Generally, Logan (nine-year-old) and Mason (eight-year-old) worked well together. Yet, Logan
tended to dominate verbally while Mason dominated gesturally: Logan contributed roughly 80%
of the pair’s verbal utterances, while Mason supplied around 60% of the pair’s gestures (e.g.,
divided dominant behavior). Logan was first in charge of the clues, with Mason in charge of the
big picture. While going through the clues, Logan grounded the task (e.g., “Ok, so this one next
[scrolling down to next clue]”), and Mason dragged the big picture to the new location in
response to Logan. Logan was very open and constantly sharing and explaining while Mason
tended to be very quiet:
Logan: “Oh, right the numbers [points to numbers on big picture].”
(Note: Numbers are a missing item)

Logan: “Look see the numbers aren’t right here [points to area in the clue image].”
Mason: [taps numbers in big picture]
Although Mason remained verbally quiet, he frequently moved to the next clue image almost
impatiently, even though assigned to the big picture. Throughout the activity, Logan seemed a bit
frustrated and was not very confident (e.g., “I don’t know, what is going on?”). The pair found all
14 missing items and Mason silently tapped 10 of them on the big picture.
When Logan and Mason switched roles (e.g., Logan now in charge of the big picture), Mason
still tended to move the clue images as well as the big picture. However, Mason started to share
and explain more to Logan, especially since Logan continued to get frustrated with the task:
Mason: “I see it already.”
Logan: “Where?”
Mason: “It is the bucket.” (Note: Bucket is a missing item)
Logan: “What?”
Mason: [points to bucket in big picture]
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Logan: “What, this thing is bothering me; it is so hard [taps bucket in big picture].”
Even though Logan dominated verbally and Mason dominated gesturally (e.g., moving both the
clue images and big picture), the pair still effectively collaborated with each other, such as
directing each other back to their role and task:
Logan: [dragging big picture] (Note: Logan is assigned to clues)
Mason: [reaches over Logan to motion towards clue area]
Logan: “Ok, this place [scrolls down to next clue].”
The pair was able to find all of the missing items in the second task as well.

5.4 Jacob & Zoey: Balanced Interaction Behavior
Jacob and Zoey were the youngest pair (both six-year-olds), and our observations indicated that
they had a difficult time following the task. The experimenters had to walk the pair through the
first clue in order to explain the activity (in addition to the example clue that all pairs were
given). Both Zoey and Jacob contributed verbal utterances and gestures roughly evenly (e.g.,
balanced interaction behavior). Jacob was first in charge of the big picture, while Zoey was in
charge of the clues. Zoey suggested missing objects and tapped them in the big picture, even
though assigned to clues. In the beginning, the pair started to collaborate:
Zoey: “The lion [scrolling through clue images]?” (Note: Lion is not a missing item)
Zoey: “Is it right there [pointing to clue image]?”
Jacob: “Oh, there is the lion [points to lion in the big picture].”
Zoey: “That’s not it [pointing to lion in big picture].”
After a while, both Zoey and Jacob started tapping randomly on the screen and did not adhere to
their roles or the task. For the first image, Zoey and Jacob only found three missing items.
When Zoey and Jacob switched roles (e.g., Jacob in charge of clues), the experimenters had to
remind the pair of the task. Jacob started to claim the big picture and nudge Zoey away from the
big picture, even though he was in charge of the clues. Neither Zoey nor Jacob adhered to their
roles, and they began to tap the screen randomly, abandoning the task. In the second task, Zoey
and Jacob were collaborating less and playing with the tabletop. Even though most of the time
they were tapping randomly, there were still some instances of effective collaboration:
Jacob: “Wait, let’s see if there isn’t a rock there [points to clue image].”
Jacob: “We need to see if there is a rock there.” (Note: Rock is not a missing item)
Zoey: [looking for the rock in the big picture]
Jacob: “We need to go back to the kitty [dragging big picture around].”
Zoey: “Yep, yep there’s a rock [pointing to rocks in big picture].”
For the second image, Jacob and Zoey found six missing items, mainly from tapping randomly on
the big picture. The task was confusing to Zoey and Jacob and they did not follow the directions,
indicating that this task may not have been optimal for children of their age.

5.5 Ben & Victoria: Physically Negative and Independent Behavior
Ben (nine-year-old) and Victoria (eight-year-old) had instances of effective collaboration
throughout the tasks. However, they mainly worked independently and frequently exhibited
negative physical behaviors such as blocking and reaching (e.g., physically negative and
independent). The pair both contributed gestures roughly equally, but Ben provided about 60% of
the pair’s verbal utterances. Ben was first in charge of the clues, while Victoria was in charge of
the big picture. While interacting, both Ben and Victoria commonly claimed their area (e.g.,
leaving a finger on their area), as well as actively using gestures to hover around and search for
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Fig. 5. Example of Ben claiming the current clue image while also interacting with the big
picture. I-Spy images courtesy of Maria Neradova.

items, not always in their assigned areas. For example, Ben commonly held his finger next to the
current clue image while reaching over Victoria to use his other hand to interact with the big
picture (Fig. 5). Both Victoria and Ben focused on the task; however, there was not a lot of
discussion between the two—they mainly worked independently. Victoria sometimes repeated
and copied Ben’s behavior during the task, by repeating the same sentence or gesture (e.g.,
tapping the same item in the big picture right after him). The pair found 12 missing items, and
although Ben was in charge of the clues, he tapped eight of the missing items in the big picture
without an explanation to Victoria. During the task, Victoria seemed to get a bit frustrated that
Ben was finding most of the items, stating, “You’re finding literally everything” to Ben.
When Ben and Victoria switched roles (e.g., Ben in charge of the big picture), Ben became
frustrated that Victoria continued to interact with the big picture. Victoria started to move the big
picture and Ben remarked, “I thought I was doing this one…”, but Ben also did not respect the
activity roles throughout the task. In a couple of instances, Ben nudged Victoria’s hand out of the
way of the big picture and reached over Victoria to interact with the clue area. Both Ben and
Victoria continued to claim their areas and work independently during the second task; yet, there
were still instances of positive collaboration:
Victoria: “Oh the triangle [taps the triangle in the big picture].”
(Note: Triangle is not a missing item)

Ben: “Nope, that’s not what is missing [pointing to clue].”
Victoria: “Oh yeah, oh yeah.”
Ben: “It’s that [taps the numbers in the big picture].” (Note: Numbers are a missing item)
The pair found 13 of the 14 missing items.

5.6 Ava & Sophia: Verbally Negative and Controlling Behavior
Overall, Ava (nine-year-old) and Sophia (eight-year-old) did not work very well together. Ava
tended to be very controlling, while Sophia ignored Ava and did what she wanted (e.g., verbally
negative and controlling). Ava contributed roughly 60% of the pair’s verbal utterances, while
Sophia provided roughly 60% of the pair’s gestures. Ava was first in charge of the big picture,
while Sophia was in charge of the clues. Even in the beginning of the task, Ava was verbally
controlling and dominating:
Ava: “Let’s do that area [pointing to clue image].”
Ava: “That might be a lot easier [dragging big picture to match clue area].”
Sophia: [starts to drag big picture with Ava]
Ava: “Here we go.”
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Fig. 6. Example of Ava nudging Sophia’s hand out of the way of the big picture.
I-Spy images courtesy of Maria Neradova.

Ava: “What is missing from this picture? [taps clue image]”
The pair commonly argued, and Ava constantly told Sophia to stop moving and tapping the big
picture. In one instance, Ava told Sophia to “Stop tapping things”, but Sophia responded by
stating, “It’s fun; I am just going to tap everything [tapping randomly on big picture].” Ava even
resorted to nudging Sophia’s hand out of the way of the big picture and snapping at Sophia: “You
are taking away my job, it’s like you are bothering me ‘cause you are moving it around the screen”
(Fig. 6). There was not much positive collaboration; neither of them respected their roles very
often, and they consistently argued about the correct clue. However, the arguments about what
to do sometimes led Ava or Sophia to explain their reasoning to each other:
Ava: “Ok wait, I want to do … [scrolling clue images].”
Sophia: “Wait.”
Ava: “I want to do …”
Sophia: “No wait, I want to do … [scrolling clue images].”
Ava: “We already um.”
Sophia: “We can do them in order, it’s better.”
Ava: “Ok, ok, ok.”
Also, even with Ava being frustrated with Sophia, Ava provided positive feedback to Sophia (e.g.,
“Nice one”) and the pair found 13 of the 14 missing items.
When Ava and Sophia switched roles (e.g., Ava in charge of clue images), the negative
collaborative behavior continued. Sophia dragged around the big picture, her assigned role, and
Ava yelled at Sophia to “Stop!” and nudged Sophia’s hand away from the big picture. Sophia
continued to ignore Ava, which led Ava to call Sophia “So bossy”, even though Ava was the one
who was trying to control the task. In the second task, the pair found nine of the 14 missing
items. Although there was frequent tension, Ava talked aloud and suggested items, and the pair
continued to plan and find the missing items together.

6 DISCUSSION
We focus our discussion on (a) evaluating the implemented design recommendations by
reviewing the negative collaborative behaviors that occurred in our study, (b) examining the
interplay between verbal and gestural dominance in each pair in our study, and (c) reflecting on
the distinct pair collaboration styles and behaviors in our study. In each discussion sub-section,
we situate our analysis in prior work and suggest open questions for future research on the
design of collaborative interactive tabletop applications for children.
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6.1 Negative Collaborative Behaviors
We implemented two previous design recommendations, separate physical territories [29] and
activity roles [31], into our design to see whether children’s negative collaborative behaviors
would still occur. Previous work has shown that both children and adults take physical
responsibility for the tabletop area that is closest to them [18,23,28], and personal territories help
facilitate group self-monitoring [28]. Researchers have investigated applying specific design
recommendations such as enforcing turn-taking and multi-user actions to help increase
children’s tabletop collaboration [1,3,21], but contradicting research has stated that it might not
be beneficial to focus on equity of participation depending on group dynamics [24]. We
completed a rich analysis of our six pairs, and even though we implemented personal territories
with separate partitions and activity roles as recommended by prior work, we still saw many
instances of negative physical and verbal collaborative behaviors.
Each of our pairs ranged in the severity and types of negative collaborative behaviors that
they exhibited. All of the pairs had occurrences of not adhering to their assigned roles, which
sometimes led to reaching over each other, for example. Other pairs exhibited more severe
negative collaborative behaviors. Ben and Victoria, who worked together, consistently
demonstrated negative physical behaviors, such as claiming areas (e.g., leaving a finger or hand
on the area) and physically nudging each other out of the way. Ava and Sophia displayed more
negative verbal behaviors, mainly from Ava. Ava was very controlling and Sophia did not listen
to her, which led to arguments and Ava calling Sophia “So bossy”. In several instances, Ava
resorted to physically nudging Sophia out of the way of the big picture, even when Sophia was in
charge of the big picture. Yet, even the pairs with these severe negative collaborative behaviors
exhibited instances of positive collaboration (e.g., sharing, explaining, and positive feedback). Our
results echo Fleck et al. [8], in which children’s negative collaborative behaviors sometimes led to
verbal discussion. In our study, Ava and Sophia constantly argued; however, this sometimes led
to the pair explaining their reasoning to each other, improving the quality of their collaboration.
We also observed that an otherwise-negative collaborative behavior of reaching over each other
was sometimes used to direct each other back to their assigned role, such in the example of
Mason reaching towards the clue area to direct Logan back to his assigned area (e.g., clues).
Although arguing and reaching over each other are negative behaviors, if they are accompanied
by verbal discussion and explanation, they can lead to better group involvement and
understanding. Falcão and Price [7] further analyzed the effect of negative peer interference on
collaborative knowledge building on a shared tabletop interface. They found that, when conflicts
were resolved through pair reflection and discussion, it led to more productive learning
interactions. While Fleck et al. [8] and Falcão and Price [7] both observed that pair arguments
and reflection can lead to positive collaborative behaviors, they did not provide suggestions for
how to support pair discussion. In our analysis, arguments sometimes led our pairs to explain
their reasoning to each other. Thus, we suggest that a system could try to aid in the transition
from argument to explanation. Explaining is an important aspect of the prediction-observationexplanation inquiry model [33]; this strategy has been applied to curriculum design to expand
learners’ understanding and generate discussion. Previous work by Yannier et al. [35] has
explored designing for explicit support for explanation. They found that providing a prompt for
children to make a prediction and explain their reasoning for that prediction in a collaborative
learning task led to more active collaboration, and encouraged thinking and learning. However,
Yannier et al. [35] only provided a set of specific prompts tailored to the learning task, and did
not examine how a system can address real-time negative collaborative behaviors. Therefore, we
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suggest that future work could examine how systems can intervene during negative collaborative
behaviors in real-time, for example, by detecting children’s arguments and incorporating relevant
prompts to shift arguments into explanations and peer reflection.
We also evaluated the prior design recommendations of separate physical territories [29] and
activity roles [31] we implemented by examining how the assigned activity role seemed to affect
negative collaborative behaviors. All of the following negative behaviors were exhibited at times
by children in either role: criticizing, reaching over each other, knocking each other out of the
way, and claiming areas. However, we found that children assigned to the clue role more
frequently ignored their assigned role by touching the other area, than did the children assigned
to the big picture area. We think this role rejection was more common in the clue role because of
the fact that the clues area was smaller in size and afforded less interaction ability than the big
picture area (Fig. 1). The clue area only took up about 20% of the screen. The child in charge of
the big picture had the ability to tap the missing items, which brought up interactive GUI
elements (e.g., the congratulations message and checkmarks), while the child in charge of the
clue area could only scroll up and down through the clue images. Though we designed the
separate territories and roles in this way based on previous collaborative role paradigms such as
the Navigator-Driver [22], it is clear this paradigm does not work well for children in this
context. The inequity in the areas’ interaction ability and size likely led the children to be more
interested in the big picture area. Future work should examine the use of activity roles when the
task design is balanced with equal sized territories and equal interactive capability. Also,
questions remain about the contexts in which the Navigator-Driver paradigm is beneficial and
when it is not. Prior work has shown that pair-programming, which utilizes the Navigator-Driver
paradigm, improves student retention [16] and increases the pair’s sense of shared responsibility
[34]. Pair programming typically only involves one shared view and interaction space. The
Navigator-Driver paradigm did not work well in our study, which had one shared view but two
separate interaction spaces.

6.2 Interplay Between Verbal and Gestural Dominance
When analyzing the distinct collaborative behaviors of our pairs, we observed an interplay
between verbal and gestural dominance. In each pair, one child tended to dominate verbally,
gesturally, or both. For example, Emma dominated verbally and gesturally, while Olivia remained
submissive. Logan and Mason divided responsibility and worked independently; Logan
dominated verbally and Mason dominated gesturally (e.g., controlling both the big picture and
clue areas). Ava and Sophia also dominated in separate areas: Ava dominated verbally and Sophia
dominated gesturally. Both Logan and Mason, and Ava and Sophia, had frequent occurrences of
negative collaborative behaviors, such as nudging each other out of the way and arguing.
However, both pairs also had instances of positive collaborative behaviors that included verbal
utterances and gestures (e.g., referencing objects and areas through pointing).
Prior design recommendations have focused on enforced collaboration (e.g., multi-user
actions) [1,3] and enforced turn-taking [21]. Yet, we think always aiming for equity of
participation may not be necessary due to the range of verbal and gestural participation we
observed in our pairs of children. Consider Emma and Olivia: Emma dominated verbally and
gesturally, but the pair had frequent instances of positive collaboration (e.g., sharing and
explaining) without equity of participation. Our analysis contradicts the recommendations of
enforced collaboration [1,3] and enforced turn-taking [21], and supports other prior work [24]
that has stated it might not be beneficial to focus on equity of participation depending on group
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dynamics. We suggest that deciding to strive for enforced equity or allowing for the task to
remain flexible should be dependent on the context of the task. If the goal of the task is to teach
children about equal participation, such as taking turns, then designing the task with enforced
turn-taking is a viable option. If the goal of the task is not dependent on equity of participation,
then we believe the task could remain flexible for children with different personalities and
collaborative behaviors. The task may remain open-ended since some children may feel more
comfortable in taking the lead or remaining passive. Rick et al. [24] created a pattern and fraction
task, while our study applied an I-Spy task; neither tasks focused on increasing children’s
collaboration skills, and therefore were successfully able to remain more flexible. Tasks that focus
on increasing children’s social skills, such as verbal communication with others, may benefit
from a more enforced collaboration approach. Future work should examine in what contexts it is
appropriate for the task to remain flexible and when to support enforced collaboration.

6.3 Distinct Collaboration Styles and Behaviors
Each of our six pairs exhibited distinct collaboration styles and behaviors. We observed a mix of
styles: dominant-submissive behavior (e.g., Emma-Olivia; Wyatt-Riley), divided dominant
behavior (e.g., Logan-Mason), balanced interaction behavior (e.g., Jacob-Zoey), physically
negative and independent behavior (e.g., Ben-Victoria), and verbally negative and controlling
behavior (e.g., Ava-Sophia). Each of the pairs tackled the task differently. We examined whether
the assigned activity role affected each child’s collaboration style (e.g., dominant, submissive),
and found that the behavior occurred regardless of the role. For example, Emma remained
dominant throughout the entire session, even when she was in charge of the clues. Therefore, we
agree with Rick et al. [24] that collaboration style is more likely to be determined by individual
personalities and group dynamics than the task or application design alone.
When examining the children’s collaborative behaviors, we saw that different styles led to
different negative behaviors. Both Emma and Olivia, and Wyatt and Riley had a dominantsubmissive collaboration style. Emma and Riley both dominated verbally and gesturally in their
respective pairs; however, there were not many instances of negative collaborative behaviors in
these pairs, and both pairs displayed successful instances of collaboration. Thus, we saw that the
dominant-submissive collaboration style can be successful when the dominant child includes the
submissive child in the task. Even though Emma dominated both verbally and gesturally, she
included Olivia through narrations (e.g., saying what she was doing) and explaining how she
found a missing item. The joint awareness of the shared physical space of the tabletop [28,30]
also enabled positive collaboration in the dominant-submissive relationship, by allowing the
submissive child to be included in the task. When both children were trying to dominate the task
(e.g., Ava and Sophia) or work independently (e.g., Ben and Victoria), there were clear instances
of negative physical and verbal behaviors. Ava and Sophia clashed and argued because Ava was
very controlling, while Sophia was independent and did not listen to Ava. The pair fought for
dominance of the task, which led to frequent negative collaborative behaviors, such as arguing
about where to move the big picture.
By analyzing each of the six pairs, we observed distinct collaboration styles composed of
different positive and negative behaviors. Our analysis supports Rick et al.’s [24] argument that it
is important to consider each group’s own dynamics when designing. Even though we observed
negative collaborative behaviors, all of the pairs displayed at least a few instances of positive
collaboration (e.g., sharing). However, Rick et al. [24] did not provide explicit ideas of how to
design for multiple group dynamics. While our analysis reinforces the idea that it is important to
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consider group dynamics when designing collaborative tabletop applications, open questions still
persist regarding how to design for multiple group dynamics. In our application design, having
separate territories and not constraining the pairs to their assigned activity role allowed us to
observe distinct collaboration styles. The separate territories let the pairs work independently if
they chose to, and not being constrained to the activity roles allowed the pairs to adopt other
collaboration styles that worked well for their individual personalities, such as dominantsubmissive and dividing responsibilities. Even the pairs that displayed negative collaborative
behaviors, such as Ava and Sophia fighting for dominance, had instances of positive collaboration
(e.g., explaining). However, open questions remain about what specific collaborative tabletop
features and task designs both support and hinder different collaboration styles. For example,
future research might examine how constraining children to their assigned role affects
collaboration behaviors.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our work supports the design of collaborative tabletop applications for children. There are some
limitations to the scope of our work. First, twelve children (six pairs) participated in our study.
Though this number is small, it is similar to previous qualitative work that has deeply examined
collaboration with a small number of pairs of participants [18,24,28]. For example, Rick et al. [24]
completed a detailed analysis of three pairs of children (ages 8 and 9) working together on a
multi-touch tabletop. To increase external validity, our analysis should be expanded in future
work with more pairs of children in each age group. An additional factor is that our children did
not know each other prior to completing the study, which is more representative of new
collaborations than ones that might take place later in the school year. We suggest that future
work could also examine pairs of children who know each other to understand how our findings
might change as children’s collaborations change through familiarity. We also did not screen for
compatible personality types when assigning the pairs, which could have affected the interaction
dynamics within the pair. Second, we observed that the task was confusing to Jacob and Zoey
(both six-year-olds) and they did not follow the directions, indicating that collaborative tasks may
not be optimal for children of their age. According to Piaget’s model of cognitive development
[19], six-year-old children are still in the preoperational stage, and therefore have trouble taking
the viewpoint of other people, which is an important attribute in collaboration. The best
collaboration seemed to occur with the pair of oldest children: Emma and Olivia, both age 10,
who, based on Piaget’s model of cognitive development [19], were more likely to be able to
understand the perspectives of others. Future work could examine this type of collaborative
activity with more children of younger ages to identify how age affects these collaborative
behaviors. In our study, we observed that the children sometimes did not adhere to their assigned
activity roles, in part due to the imbalance in the interactions afforded by each role. While this
has interesting implications for the design of collaborative tasks for children, another possible
contributing factor is that we did not explicitly emphasize the importance of collaboration and a
team approach in our task instructions. We said the children “will have to work together to find
all of the 14 objects that are hidden in the picture,” but we did not stress that it did not matter
who found the missing items, so both children may have wanted to be the one to tap the item.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a rich qualitative analysis of the collaborative behaviors exhibited by
six pairs of children, ages 6 to 10, while they were interacting with our I-Spy picture searching
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application that implemented two prior design recommendations (e.g., separate territories [29]
and activity roles [31]). Our analysis revealed that the collaboration styles differed for each pair,
both in regards to the interaction with the task and with each other. We observed an interplay
between verbal and gestural dominance in the collaboration styles the pairs exhibited, and some
of the pairs exhibited negative physical and verbal behaviors, such as nudging each other and
arguing. Based on our analysis, we suggest that it is important for a collaborative task to offer
equal opportunities for action/interaction, but it may not be necessary to strive for complete
equity of collaboration. We examine the applicability of prior design guidelines and suggest open
questions for future research in this space. Our work will inform the future design of tabletop
applications to support effective collaboration for children.
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